Introduction

Background and History
This paper describes the structureand implementation of a high-performance aircraft model. The model was developed for the AIAA Controls Design Challenge, but is intended to be useful for a variety of controls and guidance applications. Model definition and implementation are covered in separate sections.
The AIAA Controls Design Challenge provides an opportunity for participants to apply control system design methodologies to a realistic, nonlinear aircraft model. Any design which performs the control task is acceptable, but innovative or unusual aPlxoaches have been encouraged. The challenge is a two-year competition. Control designs are judged according to their ability to control the model during a level acceleration and 3-g turn maneuver at four specified flight conditions.
The model integrates several components. Existing pieces wcre used wheneverpossible and modified to facilitate integration. The result isthatmost of themodel implementation isbased directly on provenand reliable components, aithough theresulting modelisnotcompletely representative of any particular aircraft. Becauseof the mixedhistory ofthemodel,some aspects may appear toresembleactual aircraft. The use_iswarnedagainst making anyassumptions basedon these alvearances.
Model Characteristics
The model isa collection of modules,eachperforming a specific function.The primarymodules arethe aircraft actuator and surface command inputs, aircraft mass and geometrymodeling,theequations of motion, theatmospheric model,theaerodynamics, thepropulsion system, and the observation variable modeling. Each major module is described in the following sections. Figure 1 shows how the modules would be connected together with user synthesized control laws to form a complete system model.
Aircraft Description
The aircraft modeled is a high-performance, supersonic vehicle representative of current-day fighters. It is powered by two a_qerburningturbofan engines, each capable of producing approximately 32,000 Ib of thrust. A three-view of the aircraft is shown in Fig. 2, including control surfaces The operationai envelope for this vehicle, for trimmed, straight-and-level, l-g flight is shown in Fig. 3 for the specified weight of 45,000 lb. The envelope includes a maximum Mach number (M) of 2.3 and an aitimde limit in the 50,000-to 60,000-ft range. Mass and geometry parameters are given in Table 1 .
The aircraft primary flight-control surfaces consist ofhorizontai stabilators which are capable of symmelric or differentiai movement, conventional ailerons, and a single 
Aerodynamic Model
The acnxlynamics are modeled for the full vehicle envelope using multidimensional tables and linear interpolation to form nonlinear function generators. In general, these aerodynamic quantifies arefunctions ofM andsome combination of angleof attack (a),angleof sideslip _), and symmetric stabilator deflection. The equations defining the aerodynamic model provide nondime_ionai fc_e and moment coefficients. The lmgitudiual parameters are in the stability axis system: the lateral-directional parameters are given with respect to the body axis system. The terms in the equations containing C, a C, A N, or K are outputs from the function generation routines, and are either calculated by linear interpolation of tabular data or by direct calculation. The source of the functional coemcicnts is shown in Table 4 .
Propulsion System Model
The propulsion systemmodel consists of two distinct engine models. The engines are similar, but not idendcai; the thrust produced for identical throttle settings is not "PaNe2. Command input limits and sign conventions. Table  M symmetrical. Each engine thrust vector is aligned with the body axis, and acts at a point located 10 ft behind the vehicle cente_ of gravity and 4 ft laterally from the centerline. The thrust produced by each engine is a function of altitude (h), M, and throttle setting. Each engine is modeled as a nonlinear system having two separate sections;a cote engine and an afterburner (augmentor) section with associated sequencing logic.
Throttle position inputs to the engine model are in degrees, with a minimum position of 20 _ and a maximum of 127°.The coresection responds tothrottle inputs up to 83°. The aftedxzmer section begins torespond ata throttle position of91".The coremodel hasfirst-order dynamicsand rate limiting tomodel spool-up effects. A blockdiagram ofthecoremodel dynamicsisshown inFig.8.The afterburner hasa rate limiter and sequencing logic tomodelthe fuel pump and pressure regulator effects. A block diagram of the afterburner model dynamics is shown in Fig. 9 .
Olmervation Model
The observation variables provided by this model reixesent a broad class of parameters useful for vehicle analysis and control design Ixoblems. These variables include the state, time derivatives of state, and control variables. Airdata parametezs, accelerations, flightpath terms, and other miscellaneous parameters are also included. The equations used to calculate thcae parameters are derived from a numberofsources (Clancy, 1975; Dommasch etaL,1967; Etkin, 1972; Gainerand Hoffman,1972; Gracy,1980) .Implicit in many of these observation equations isan atmospheric model. The atmospheric model isderived from theU.S. Standard Atmosphere (1962) .
Threebody axis angular rates andthree translational accelerations are available as observation variables. These inelude the x-body axis rate (u), the It-body axis rate (O, and the z-body axis rate (w). The time derivatives of these quantities, _, 0, and _bare also included. The equations defining these quantities are
The vehicle body axis accelerations constitute the set of observation variables that. except for state variables themselves, are most commonly used in aircraft control analysis and design problems. These accelerations are measured in g units and are derived directly from the body axis forces defined in the previous section for translational acceleration. The equations used for the body axis acceleration a:, a U,and Tne alrdata parameters having the greatest application to aircraft dynamics and control problems are the sensed parameters and the reference and scaring parameters. The sensed parameters are iml_ct pressure (q=),ambient or free, stream pressure (po), total pressure (P0, ambient or freestream temperature (7"), and total temperature ('_). The selceted reference and scaling parameters arc Mach nmnb_" (M), dynamic pressure (_), speed of sound (a), Reynolds number (Re), Reynolds number per unit length (Re'), and the/Vlach meter catibration ratio (qc/P.).
These quantifies are defined as The remaining miscellaneous parameters aretotal angular momentum (7'), stability axis roll rate (po), stability axis pitch rate (go), andstability axisyaw rate (to), defined as The atmospheric data model is based on tables from the 
U.S. Standard Atmosphere (1962
FORTRAN lmplmnentafion
Toe model is impleroented as a program in standardFOR-TRAN 77 programming language. The program is intended to be portable, and has been successfully compiled on a wide range of computer platforms. The routines which implement the models are designed in a modular fashion, pat. tented after the modules described in the previous section. Modules communicate through named common blocks.
There are four primary subroutines; each corresponds toa primary module in the model. These routines are CCALC, ENGINE, INSTRM, and UCNTRL. The CCALC routine performs the calculations for the aerodynamic model. The UCN'IRL routine, supplied by the nsar, calculates desired control surface deflections for the aerodynamic modeling routines. The INSTRM routine calculates the instrumenIstion models for the observation variables. The ENGINE routine contains the propulsion system model. These subroutines and associated common blocks are described in detail in the following subsections. 
Aerodynamk Model Routines
The aerodynamic model contains two major submulines, ADATIN and CCALC. The subroutine ADATIN is used during initialization to input the basic formatted aerodynamic dals from the file HPAS.dat. The subroutine CCALC uses this aerodynamic data, the state variables, and the surface positions to detexmine the aerodynamic coefficients. The CCALC subroutine is executed whenever new aerodynamic coefficients are required (for example, once each frame during a simulation).
The aerodynamic data are communicated from ADATIN to CCALC through named common blocks that occur in only these two routines. The interface between CCALC and the main program consists of several named common blocks that are used to pass state variables, airdais parameters, surface positions, andforce and moment coefficients between CCALC and the calling program.
The main transfer of data into the subroutine CCAI_ is through named common blocks. These common blocks contain the state variables, airdais parameters, and surface positions. The transfer of output data from CCALC is through a named common block containing the aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. The details of these common blocks follow.
The common block DRVOUT contains the state variables and their derivatives with respect to time. The structure of this common block is shown in Table 5 . The state variables Table 5 . Names and locations of state variables and der/vatives in DERIVC common block.
are stored first, in the F array, and the derivatives follow in the DF array. Each array contains 13 elements. Routines which require access to these arrays use an EQUIV-ALENCE statement to allow access to the variables by the names shown in Table 5 , for clarity. For example, the body axis rates p, q, and r appear as P, Q, and R, respectively. Total velocity is represented by the variable V, and altitude byH.
COMMON/DERIVC/F(13), DF(13)
The common block SIMOUT contains the main alrdata parameters required for the function generation subroutine. The variables in this common block are COMMON ISIMOUTI AMCH, QBAR, GMA, DEL, UB, VB,
WB, VEAS, VCAS
Mach number and dynamic pressure are the first entries in the common block, symbolized by AMCH and QBAR, respoctively. The body axis velocities u, v, and w are included as LIB, VB. and WB, respectively.
Inputs to the actuator models are entered through the variables in the CONCOM common block, the structure of which isshown inthefollowing COMMON/CONCOM/DAC, DHC, DRC, DDC
The actuator model routine, ACTDYN, calculates the appropriate inputs to the aerodynamic model, based on the command inputs, and stores them in the CONTRL common block. The CONTRL common block contains the surface position and engine thrust information in the DC array. The structure ofthecommon block/CONTRIJ isasfollows
COMMON/CONTRU DC (30)
There are six locations in the DC array used. The definition of these is shown in Table 6 , Routines which access these parameters usually EQUIVALENCE them to the variable names shown in the table. The common blockSIMACC contains the accelerations, accelerometer outputs, and normalaccelerometer output at the center of gravity of the aircraft. The variables CL, CM, and CN are the symbols for the coefficients of rolling moment (Ct), pitching moment (C,_), and yawing moment (C,_), respectively; these terms are body axiscoefficients. The stability axis forces are represented by CD (coefficient of drag CD), CLFT (coefficient offir Ct,). andCY (sideforce coefficient C_,).
Propulsloa System Model Routines
The top level subroutine ENGINE computes individual engine parameters to calculate force, torque, and gyroscopic effects causedby engine offset fromthecenterline. Each timeENGINE iscalled, itcalls theinterface routine UENGIN, which calls the actual engine model in the routine ENGMDL. After ENGMDL computes thrust from each engine, ENGINE uses the parameters in the ENGSTF common to compute force, torque, and gyroscopic effects. The control inputs to the engine model are THRSTX(I) for the left engine throttle position in degrees, and THRSTX(2) for the fight engine. The THRSTX array is in the CTPARM common block. The output thrust is available in two locations; left engine thrust appears as DC (11) 
The variables inthis common blockcorrespond tothrust (THRUST); thez-, y-, and z-bodyaxis co_dinates of the point at which thrust acts CrLOCAT); the orientation of the thrust vector in the z-_ body axis plane (XYANGL) in degrees; the orientation of the thrust vector in the z-z body axis plane (XZANGL) in degrees; the orientation of the thrust vector in the _-11engine axis plane (TVANXY) in degrees; the orientation of the thrust vector in the z-z engine axis plane (T'CANXZ) in degrees; the distance between the centex-of-gravity of the engine and the thrustpoint (DXTHRS) measured positive in the negative z -engine axis; the rotatiomd inertia of the engine (EIX); mass (AMSENG); and the rotational velocity of the engine (ENGOMG).
Although many of the engine arrays are sized to contain four elements, only the first two are used. The first element corresponds to the leR engine, the second to the right engine. Engine data is contained in the file ENGINE.dat, stored as formatted text.
Observation Model Routines
The common blockOBSERV allows theusertoaccess all theobservation variables. Thiscommon blockcontains thetwo vectors OBSVEC(120) and PARAM(120, 6) .A list of theavailable observations and parameters isgivenin Table7. The contents of the observation vector are strictly outputs from the simulation; none of the models use these values. The stored parameters were selected to provide a variety of useful information; however, several unused locations (OBSVEC(109) -OBSVEC(120)) are available for the user to include other observation variables. The user may also modify any of the locations without affecting the simulation. The PARAM array is used to store parameters which affect corresponding measurements in OBSVEC, such as the locations of an accelerometer not at the vehicle center of gravity.
Interfacing and Using the Model as a Simulation
This section describes the typical method of interfacing to and operating the simulation built from the FORTRAN implementation of the model. The information in this section is sufficient to allow a user to interface to the simulation and begin using it, without being concerned about the details of the model, equations, or the FORTRAN program.
The routine UCNTRL contains the user control law implementation. The inputs to this routine may be taken from any common block, but typically use the observation variables in the OBSVEC array, in the OBSERV common block. The OBSVEC array con_ns many parameters which would be unmeasurable on an actual aircraft; these should notbe usedasinputs toapractical control system. The outputs arethefourcontrol position commands intheCONCOM common block, andthetwo throttle settings, THRSTX, intheCTPARIVlcommon block.A simpleautopilot isprovided inthedistribution UCNTRL asan example.
Routines for user supplied input and output are also providod. The routine URTINis called at the startof each frame loop, to perform input. The routine URTOUT is called at the end of each loop to perform output tasks. These routines may perform any function the user wishes. They may contain file I/O, interfa_s to a network, a windowing system, or shared memory. Using these routines, the user may implement displays or recording capability and control the simulation. These routines are called in the main loop, so their execution will affect execution time significantly. Examples of these routines are provided in the distribution.
A routine is provided for user specified initialization, UINIT. This routine is called once. as the last step in the initialization sequence. Any initializations may be included here.
The simulation has three mutually exclusive modes of operation; operate, reset, and hold. The mode selection is performed by setting one of the variables, OPERAT, RESET, or HOLD to true, and resetting the remaining two variables to false. These variables are found in the common block SSS001. Operate is the normal mode in which the simulation executes all the input, output, integration, and model routines. In hold mode, the simulation only executes the input and output routines; all states and parameters hold their last value. In reset mode, the simulation is reinitialized to the user specified initial conditions. The model routines are called, but no integrations are performed, so simulation time does not pass.
Initial conditions are specified in the array FIC, which contains a value for each of the 13 state variables. This array is in the common block SETICS. These values are copied into the state vector (F) by the ICSET routine whenever the simulation is placed into reset mode. Default initial conditions are provided in the block data initialization, but a new set may be used at any time by setting the desired values in the FIC array and putting the simulation into reset mode.
Concluding Remarks
This paper describes a generic, state-of-the-art, highperformance aircraft model, including detailed, fullenvelope, nonlinear aerodynamics, and full-envelope thrust and first-order engine response data. While this model was primarily developed for the AIAA Controls Design Challenge, the availability of such a model provides a common focus for research in aeronautical control theory and methodology. This paper also describes an implementation of this model using the FORTRAN computer language, associated routines furnished with the aircraftmodel, and techniques for interfacing these routines to external procedures. Figures showingvehicle geometry, surfaces, and signconventions are included.
